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Abstract—While a number of information visualization software frameworks exist, creating new visualizations, especially those that involve novel visualization metaphors, interaction techniques, data analysis strategies, and specialized rendering algorithms, is still often a difficult process. To facilitate the creation of novel visualizations we present a new software framework, behaviorism, which provides a wide range of flexibility when working with dynamic information on visual, temporal, and ontological levels, but at the same time provides appropriate abstractions which allow developers to create prototypes quickly which can then easily be turned into robust systems. The core of the framework is a set of three interconnected graphs, each with associated operators: a scene graph for high-performance 3D rendering, a data graph for different layers of semantically-linked heterogeneous data, and a timing graph for sophisticated control of scheduling, interaction, and animation. In particular, the timing graph provides a unified system to add behaviors to both data and visual elements, as well as to the behaviors themselves. To evaluate the framework we look briefly at three different projects all of which required novel visualizations in different domains, and all of which worked with dynamic data in different ways: an interactive ecological simulation, an information art installation, and an information visualization technique.
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"But the greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. It is the one thing that cannot be learned from others; and it is also a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an intuitive perception of the similarity in dissimilars." Aristotle [3]

"We shall define a database as the model of an evolving physical world." J.R. Abril [1]

1 INTRODUCTION

Developers of visualization projects are primarily engaged in designing and implementing “good metaphors” at different levels of a project, including the organization of the data, the visual presentation of the data and the techniques for interacting with the data. Despite various approaches to define methodological principles, there is a lack of consensus about appropriate, sufficiently detailed methodologies for creating effective visualizations quickly and robustly. Moreover, the types of projects which come under the rubric of information visualization continue to expand, and methodological principles need to address related visualization domains such as information art, knowledge visualization, and network visualization, among others. The kinds of data that need to be represented are often heterogeneous and increasingly complex in nature, and software frameworks need to allow developers to create specific ontologies that work with different combinations and categories of data. Many projects also incorporate temporal elements, and the use of animation to create interactive narratives which enhance information visualization tasks is another issue that needs to be addressed by the software framework. This paper examines these issues and introduces a new information visualization framework called behaviorism which address some of the concerns inherent in the above issues in order to facilitate the creation of novel visualizations.

behaviorism provides a wide range of flexibility that lets developers work with dynamic information on visual, temporal, and ontological levels, but at the same time provides appropriate abstractions which allow developers to create prototypes quickly which can then easily be turned into robust systems. The core of the framework is a set of three interconnected graph structures, each with associated operators: a high-performance scene graph to render 3D graphics, a data graph to store and analyze different layers of semantically-linked heterogeneous data, and a sophisticated timing graph to control scheduling, interaction, and animation. In particular, the timing graph provides a unified system to which behaviors can be added and about the behaviors themselves. The data graph holds various kinds of Node objects which represent data elements and Relationship objects which represent the connections between Nodes. The scene graph holds Geom objects which contain methods to draw themselves based on Node objects they reference from the data graph. The timing graph holds Behavior objects which control both data operations on the data graph, including the retrieval, filtering, processing, and analysis of Nodes, and visual operations on the scene graph, including the layout, rendering, and animation of Geoms.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Methodological Concerns

An issue discussed recently within the information visualization literature is the fact that there is no universal methodological framework that guides visualization designers and developers to create or prototype all flavors of visualization projects easily and quickly. For example, [10] surveys common taxonomies, guidelines, and reference models and notes that they tend to be data-oriented approaches that do not address “creativity and problem-solving challenges that occur in the design process.” In a recent survey of challenges and unsolved problems in human-centered visualization environments, [21] bemoans the incompleteness of visual taxonomies and the lack of a working methodology to create effective visual metaphors, making it difficult to manage the constant proliferation of new data. Some authors have pointed to the fact that any overarching visualization methodology is necessarily complex and incomplete. The processes involved in information visualization tasks are not fully understood, either in terms of cognition or perception, and finding effective visualization strategies is enmeshed in social, cultural, and linguistic constructions [5]. A more pragmatic article proposes a model which emphasizes the importance of correctly characterizing the domain problems for a visualization project, and then iteratively addressing threats to a tiered set of common implementation issues [27]. Other recent articles describe “design ideation” strategies from the domain of architecture and graphic design that might help to generate new communicative ideas, for example see [6, 7]. The behaviorism framework provides an effective programming framework in the absence of an exhaustive methodolog-
ical framework. By making it easier to characterize data and generate visual and interaction metaphors, developers can more quickly test out ideas, using different methodologies to create them.

Complicating this awareness of various methodological issues is the expansion of the domain of information visualization to include broader conceptualizations of the targeted tasks and goals of visualization projects. Early discussions of information visualization, such as [30], attempted to categorize both the kinds of data types that visualization projects worked with as well as the tasks users would carry out using them. This categorization generally assumed that data was static and amenable to a straightforward mapping to visual encoding. More recently, there have been a number of re-evaluations of this assumption, leading to new considerations of what inputs to visualization projects are appropriate, what types of data processing might need to be done to transform raw data into visual encodings, and also what kinds of outputs are acceptable and valuable. For instance, [22] discusses the positive effects of aesthetics on information visualization, pointing to projects which have an “extrinsic” focus and an “interpretive mapping” of the raw data to its visual output. In particular, it claims that broadening the scope of information visualization to include extrinsic concerns allows for “high-level interpretations of complex datasets.” Similarly, a recent paper measures how certain kinds of “visual embellishment” in fact increase even the fundamental comprehension of data [4].

Another kind of broadening involves the use of data analysis techniques to provide more sophisticated manipulation of the raw data in order to facilitate human reasoning about a particular problem. In this view, the mapping of raw data to visual representation is mediated by iterations of clustering, filtering, and analyzing data. That is, an effective visualization project may involve the creation of new types of data through aggregation, sampling, and other types of processing [36].

A third kind of broadening involves what constitutes raw data. The raw data can often come from disparate sources, and needs to be organized in a way amenable to analysis operations and visual representations. For instance, [36] discusses the challenges of integrating space and time, looking at systems which need to handle streams of dynamic, constantly arriving data, and which need to perform some kind of automated “information synthesis” prior to being visually encoded. According to [21], generating effective “time dependent visualization techniques” is an ongoing challenge: “Watching objects in motion generally provides more insight than static images, but also requires more cognition on behalf of the viewer. The transient nature of a dynamic visualization can make some things not only easier to see, but also more difficult to see.” The dynamism inherent in this kind of data may need to be handled differently than static data, and visual representations of it might more naturally be displayed as animations. A recent article explores the often under-utilized role of time and narrative in information visualization and argues for the importance of motion as a primary perceptual form that aids comprehension of visual representations. In particular, it draws parallels to film editing and examines the connection between dynamics and narrative and ways in which the movements between frames and editing techniques influence meaning [25]. Another interesting possibility arises if data is thought of having some form of agency. For example, [17] explores the idea of “organic information” in which data simulates certain properties of living organisms to create emergent data and/or emergent visualizations. A recent paper also mentions that simulations, or perhaps hybrids between information visualization systems and simulation engines, might function as a “creativity support tool” to inspire novel, creative approaches to problems [31].

2.2 Visualization Frameworks

Historically, there is a correlation between methodological approaches and the software toolkits that are created to assist in creating visualizations. That is, the approaches and concerns of the software toolkits echo these methodological concerns. For instance, an influential article concerned with developing a basic taxonomy of common static data types and appropriate visualizations [30] led, perhaps indirectly, to a host of visualization frameworks which focused on providing tools to simplify the creation of visualizations that addressed this taxonomy, for example [9, 14, 29]. Various models that describe the need for a transformation of raw data to visual data (for example, see [10, 8]) are paralleled by frameworks that manage that transformation. For instance, [20] enables developers to create custom data filtering and processing methods. Programmers can then create visualizations by defining “executable chains that can then be run to manipulate visual data and perform animation.” That is, the visualizations are created through direct transformations of the data model.

Issues central in the visual analytics community, such as being able to generate knowledge through statistical analysis and being able to keep track of the reasoning processes, are paralleled by frameworks which address those concerns. For instance, [32] supports the process of analytical reasoning through “foraging” and “sensemaking” tasks which are used to posit and judge hypotheses about the data. A knowledge database is used to keep track of sensemaking tasks, such as recognizing correlations between different data elements. Other approaches, such as [35], emphasize the availability of a statistical toolkit which can be used to analyze the data.

Current or ongoing concerns in the information visualization community involve the use of time and animation and strategies for thinking about how new visual analogies can be generated quickly. Visual languages (such as [37, 11]) or general prototyping programming frameworks (such as [24, 28]) aim to let developers “sketch” visualization and interaction ideas quickly before deciding whether or not to commit to developing a more robust implementation. Another framework enables the overlap of time-dependent processes with information visualization techniques, allowing users to create “process visualizations” which incorporate dynamic and temporal data [13].

behaviorism echoes the current methodological concerns by allowing developers create rich visual representations of raw or processed real-time, heterogeneous data and also addresses the likely possibility that new concerns will become important in the future. It aims to be a robust creativity support tool providing flexible mechanisms for developing visualizations that need to provide more sophisticated integration between elements of time, graphics, and data. In particular, it allows developers to quickly create visual narratives which directly or indirectly map the source data. In so doing, it is able to support the development of a wide variety of visualization projects, including ambient data visualization, data art projects, social networking visualizations, simulations, as well as traditional interactive information visualization projects.

2.3 Design Decisions

behaviorism was designed to address the various concerns related to the complexity that dynamic data introduces into a project. These include programming issues that arise from modeling complex data, concurrency issues that arise from working with multiple input streams and user inputs, and scalability issues that arise from working with large data sets. behaviorism is primarily structured using separate graph components which address the organization of data, the rendering of visual elements, and the scheduling of processes. Developers can create and reassess the data, visual, or temporal models of the visualization system at any stage of the design without disrupting other aspects. The organization of data is an important design decision in and of itself which potentially affects performance and scalability. For complex visualization projects, the relevant information that needs to be visualized may exist at the crossroads of raw data, statistical analyses, and user interaction. In other words, the data may be dynamic in multiple ways, and a primary task of an information visualization designer is to develop an effective model of the data which enables successful visualization representation. Due to memory or processing constraints it may not be feasible to keep all raw data within the data graph; a node may represent an aggregation of information or an abstraction or summary of data stored remotely or within an external database. In order to manage large amounts of data, specialized data elements can be used which simplify or combine sets of discrete elements, discarding the original information either program-
matically or in response to user-interaction. Similarly, visual elements can be grouped together to minimize rendering time if needed. The data, scene, and timing graphs are all built on concurrent data structures which can be safely updated by different threads. All updates to the graphs are handled by different types of scheduled events (called behaviors, discussed in detail below). These events, though potentially executing asynchronously, update the graphs within a synchronized rendering loop which regulates their interaction with data and visual elements and minimizes problematic side effects. In order to provide the flexibility necessary to render novel visualizations of dynamic data, behaviorism includes a real-time, hardware-accelerated, 3D graphics engine with mechanisms to link visual elements to data as well as methods to create text, images, video, and user interface elements. Animation is particularly well-suited to demonstrate changing data and narrative elements, and behaviorism supports the animation of visual elements, both supporting transition effects and the use of animation as a meaningful indicator of particular qualities of data.

Defining a visualization project as a set of graphs controlled by behaviors is similar in some ways to dependency graphs used in 3D modelling applications (described for instance in [19]). Core differences include the ability to programmatically update and restructure the graphs during runtime via user-interaction of incoming data events. Additionally, there is an emphasis on interactive information visualization representations which run in real time. behaviorism also bears a resemblance to media engines and rich internet application environments such as [2] and [26]. While an information visualization framework could certainly be built upon them, these environments in and of themselves are more generalized programming platforms and as such do not incorporate, for instance, a dedicated data graph for organizing and analyzing data.

3 Implementation and Core Components

behaviorism is made up of three interlocking core components of the framework: the data graph, the scene graph, and the timing graph. The data graph stores pieces of data as Node objects, each of which can be linked together via one or more Relationship objects. The scene graph stores visual objects, or Geoms, within a hierarchy of modelviews. The timing graph stores scheduled events, or Behaviors, that update elements in the data graph and the scene graph. Nodes of data can be created programmatically or defined automatically by parsing the results of queries to external databases. The creation and visual appearance of Geoms can be based on the structure of the data graph or the information in one or more of the Nodes. The timing graph is defined initially by the developer, but Behaviors can also be created or altered by user input, or by examinations of the data graph and the scene graph. These core graph components use concurrent data structures which allow for robust asynchronous traversals and updates from different threads. The behaviorism scene graph uses OpenGL for hardware-accelerated rendering of the Geoms. The framework itself is written in Java 6 and utilizes the JOGL2 Java OpenGL bindings [34, 18]. The graph structures are accessed within the main programming thread (or sub-threads spawned from that main thread), via user interface handlers, or in response to new data events. Figure 1 shows a high-level view of the various threads creating and placing Behaviors within the timing graph, which then add or update elements on the data graph and the scene graph, or the timing graph itself. Additionally, Geoms in the scene graph can be updated by Nodes on the data graph.

3.1 The Data Graph

Data in behaviorism is semi-structured and linked together by semantic relationships defined by the developer for a particular visualization task. This layer of representation is useful for conceptually organizing the data and also for traversing the data for data processing and analysis.

3.1.1 Properties of Data

The data graph can be used for different purposes. For instance it can be used as a local repository of some portion of remote data. It can also be used as a dynamic model of locally generated information (e.g., for simulations or knowledge representations). The data graph has a number of properties which make it adaptable to various purposes and able to represent different kind of data. It is heterogeneous, semantic, traversable, filterable, analyzable, and dynamic. That is, it can contain arbitrary types of data, the data is connected by semantic links, it can be traversed, filtered and analyzed through special Nodes, and it is dynamic both in that it can receive new information from external sources, and in that it can contain data that fluctuates in response to external sources, user input, or as the result of intrinsic properties that cause it to change in some way over time. Data objects, called Nodes, are linkable, via Relationships, to other Nodes, which embeds them within the data graph. The basic Node class can be extended by adding any attributes necessary to describe the data it contains. In addition to the Nodes that represent raw data, a number of additional Nodes which special functionality can be placed in the data graph. These include, among others, Collector objects, which group subsets of the data graph based on particular filters, and Analyzer objects, whose attributes are the results of an analysis of one or more other Nodes. Since these Collector and Analyzer objects are themselves Nodes, they can be used by a Geom to indicate how they will be rendered.

3.2 The Scene Graph

behaviorism includes a high-performance 3D scene graph for storing information about the visual objects, or Geoms, attached to the World, which is the root of the scene graph. Similar to the original scene graph implementations (such as [33]) and those that are used in game engines (such as [12]), the behaviorism scene graph allows developers to position Geoms in relation to a parent Geom, and to inherit the transformations that are applied to the parent. A special camera Geom is attached to the World and positioned in absolute coordinates. Rather than being rendered, the camera controls the view of the 3D space. As the scene graph is traversed, the modelview matrix of each Geom is calculated and then rendered with appropriate state for lighting, blending, and material properties.

3.2.1 Properties of Geometry

All Geoms share a number of basic properties, defined by a set of variables and methods to update these variables: they are transformable, selectable, texture-able, shade-able, controllable, and reflective. That is, they can: be positioned in space; selected or “picked” by various inputs; overlaid with one or more textures; be bound to one or more GLSL shader programs that run on the GPU; have animation attached; and can be associated with one or more nodes of data. Some of these properties can be ignored or set to default values, or they can be customized or extended for specific situations. Less central properties which are available to all Geoms include color, material, and lighting. Additionally, various default state parameters such as blending information and depth testing can be specified on a per-Geom basis. A large set of default Geoms are included with Behaviorism, including
Behaviors for basic 2D and 3D shapes, images, videos, and text. Any of these can be subclassed to add customized attributes or functionality, or new ones can easily be created.

3.3 The Timing Graph

The timing graph contains Behavior objects which define and schedule operations upon Geoms objects in the scene graph and Node objects in the data graph, and which can also control or manipulate other Behaviors in the timing graph. A set of base packages which define a range of different types of Behaviors are provided with behaviorism. Alongside common timing mechanisms, different interfaces are available that specifically control the items in either the scene graph or the data graph.

3.3.1 Properties of Behaviors

By providing scheduled building blocks of logic, behaviorism aims to make it simple to program complex, temporal operations and also to make it easy to think about and customize the various parts of a complex operation. To that end, Behaviors have the following properties: they are stackable, chain-able, flexible, mutable, and relative. That is, a Behavior can be stacked onto multiple elements; multiple Behaviors can be chained together to compose more complex actions; they are flexible in that they can contain arbitrary logic; they are mutable and both the strength and type of effect they have on elements can change; and they are relative in that they do not interfere with other Behaviors from concurrently updating or changing the same element.

The Behaviors are categorized into three types: continuous, discrete, intermittent—based on scheduling functionality, and then further defined by their effect on Geoms, Nodes or other Behaviors. A continuous Behavior interpolates a value or a set of values across a span of time. The most basic version simply determines what percentage of time has passed between its activation time and its deactivation time, performing a linear interpolation. A set of customizable easing functions are also included with behaviorism. By attaching an easing function to a continuous behavior we create a new value from the raw percentage of time passed between activation and deactivation. Easing functions are commonly used for pleasing transition effects, but they can in fact be used for any purpose. A discrete Behavior changes the state of a set of discrete variables associated with a Behavior or a Geom. For instance, a behavior might send a pulse to a Geom at particular intervals to trigger its visibility within the scene. An intermittent Behavior combines the continuous and discrete types, allowing a user to specify particular times at which to update a set of variables within a specified range.

Each Behavior is scheduled to execute (for discrete Behaviors) or to begin and end updating (for continuous Behaviors) at a particular times. The current time is marked at the start of each iteration of the rendering loop. Each Behavior will be activated when the current time is greater than or equal to its scheduled time. All Behaviors can be scheduled to repeat indefinitely or for a certain number of iterations. Additionally, the action they take upon repeating can be modified as needed. The value affected by the Behavior can be reset if needed, and the direction of the Behavior can be reversed. Behaviors can also be run in a separate thread if they may perform intensive processing which might potentially slow down the frame rate of the renderer.

In order to attach the behavior to a Geom, Node or another Behavior, a Behavior must implement either the interface GeomUpdater, NodeUpdater, or BehaviorUpdater (or some combination of them). Additionally, if some other use for a Behavior arises, a user could potentially create their own interface and have their custom Behavior implement that instead of (or in addition to) the provided interfaces. In general, unless custom functionality is required, Behaviors extend from base classes which implement a particular interface which defines the type of elements it works with. Each of the interfaces requires an update method which describes the logic necessary to update the desired aspects of a particular element.

3.3.2 The GeomUpdater Interface

If a behavior implements the GeomUpdater interface then any active Geom attached to the scene graph that is also attached to that Behavior will execute a method called updateGeom, required by the GeomUpdater interface. A single Behavior can affect multiple Geoms simultaneously, if desired. Likewise, a single Geom can have multiple Behaviors attached, even if the Behavior is of the same class. That is, a Behavior represents an unfixed process that can be combined together with a number of other processes. As a simple example, we can attach a BehaviorTranslate to an object to move it from point A to point B. At the same time, we could attach a second Behavior that extends from BehaviorTranslate to the same object to represent a gravitational force. And we could also attach a third Behavior that also extends from BehaviorTranslate that might represent a wind resistance. By so doing we could easily set up a physical simulation of, say, a projectile being fired on a windy day. That is, even though we are moving an object from a specified point to another. These points are not necessary proscribed by a rigid timeline, but can be decided by a multitude of different forces, each modeled with different Behavior instances. Of course, these forces do not need to represent physical models; they are flexible enough to be building blocks for any number of concepts. Figure 2 shows an example of Behaviors updating the scene graph.

![Fig. 2. Diagram of simple Behaviors using the GeomUpdater interface.](image)

At t0 the scene graph is empty. At t1 a Behavior adds a Geom to the scene graph (which is rendered as a diamond in the display). At t2 a second Behavior translates the Geom across the screen and back. At t3 a third Behavior removes the Geom from the scene graph. At t4 the scene graph is again empty.

3.3.3 The NodeUpdater Interface

The NodeUpdater interface is similar to the GeomUpdater interface, checking to see if a particular operation should occur at a certain time. While Geoms attached to the scene graph need to be re-rendered every frame of the display loop, most Nodes will change only occasionally. Often the data graph functions as a local repository or representation of information that is stored in another location, for instance, an SQL database or the file system or a web services database. Behaviors can be set up to retrieve new information from these sources at given intervals based upon information gathered from the data graph. Figure 3 shows an example of Behaviors updating the Nodes on the data graph.

As an example, a Behavior implementing NodeUpdater could check if Nodes or Relationships are outdated and then remove them from the data graph. Another example Behavior could periodically re-run an analysis on a particular Node or set of Nodes to determine if the results have changed. Since Geoms can have data attached to them and may have their drawing methods determined by
this data, a Behavior that updates an analysis node will have a ripple effect that changes the visual rendering as well. Another example Behavior could sample the data graph when instructed by the user. Since the data graph might be too large to conveniently analyze for particular properties, a Behavior which samples only certain locations of the data graph is useful for statistical tests.

3.3.4 The BehaviorUpdater Interface

The BehaviorUpdater interface allows a Behavior to be attached to any active Behavior. This allows for he programmatic sequencing and control of scheduling and timing objects in the scene graph. Behaviors implementing this interface can alter various aspects of other Behaviors including the timing, rate, and even their functionality. For instance, one Behavior might be set up to bounce an object back and forth along a trajectory every 10 seconds. A second Behavior could be modified to alter the original behavior such that the speed of that trajectory changes from 10 seconds to 4 seconds over a period of 1 minute. That is, every 10 seconds, the speed of the trajectory increases by a rate of 1 second. As with the continuous BehaviorGeoms, the continuous BehaviorBehaviors can be aggregated as desired, so that for instance two BehaviorSpeeds might act as a composite function built out of two acceleration functions.

Behaviors can also programmatically create and add new Behaviors, or remove existing behaviors, to Geoms. For example, a Behavior could direct a Geo to move toward some other Geo when a certain condition is met. If that condition is no longer met, then the Geo could be directed to move away from it. We can easily model this by creating a Behavior that listens to an Analyzer node on the data graph. When the analysis changes (for whatever reason) it can notify the Behavior that is moving the Geo to now move in the opposite direction. In some cases, it will make sense to use normal programming strategies to define meta-Behaviors of this sort, in other cases it may be convenient to have this option. Figure 4 describes an example of one Behavior being updated by a second Behavior.

3.4 User Interaction

User interaction, via the keyboard, mouse, or other input device, can be bound to a particular visual Geo or the entire display (in which case it gets handled by methods in the current World class). Default functionality is defined for common interactions such as camera manipulation and selecting or moving individual Geoms. For custom interactions, developers can override one or more of a series of functions that handle key presses or various device inputs, which include clicking, hovering, and dragging, among others. In addition to registering a particular function for a Geo, the developer is responsible for defining the Behaviors which then act on that Geo, or instead that execute some other functionality (such as updating one or more other Geoms or updating data Nodes). The framework is flexible enough so that Geoms which represent user interface elements can adapt to information on the data graph or the scene graph. For example, a slider element could have its minimum and maximum values change based upon the number of a particular type of Geo currently attached to the scene graph. While the input events are initially captured independently of the graph operations and rendering loop, their application to the visual system is always integrated via the creation of Behaviors.

3.5 The Rendering Loop

The main rendering loop has an active OpenGL context and runs within its own thread, controlling all of the core components. It runs as often as possible, synchronizing with the refresh rate of the display. The rendering loop is segmented into three main tasks: scheduling, rendering, and handling interactions. The rendering loop first examines the behaviors in the following order: behaviors which implement the BehaviorUpdater interface are examined and run if necessary; Behaviors which implement the NodeUpdater interface are examined and run if necessary; Behaviors which implement the GeoUpdater interface are examined and run if necessary. These Behaviors will update either elements within the timing graph, data graph, or scene graph, or change the structure of these graphs by adding or removing elements from them. After the Behaviors have run, the scene graph is traversed, and the modelview of each Geo object is updated and then ultimately rendered according to the data it refers to and the drawing instructions defined by the Geo's draw
method. Once each Geom is rendered to the display, the system checks for mouse, keyboard, or other types of interaction with the Geoms. Depending on the interaction methods defined for the Geoms, various Behaviors are created which update the core components which will be reflected in the next iteration of the rendering loop. Figure 5 provides an overview of the iterated steps of each frame of the display loop.

If certain tasks, defined by Behaviors, such as data analysis or data retrieval, have the potential to stall the rendering loop, they can be placed in a background thread, activating when the task is complete. Potential difficulties when working with concurrent graph structures include the possibility of pathological situations during graph traversal and processing, especially when multiple actions occurring on independent threads affect the same set of elements. While there is no dedicated mechanism to automatically detect these situations, the organization of the system into separate graphs mitigates against this, making it easier to troubleshoot and refactor code which leads to problematic scenarios. A feature of the behaviorism architecture is that it simplifies the development of projects by not requiring to developers to think about the low-level organization of data structures. However, in certain situations, a finer control over the flow of information may be necessary. Developers can specify an ordering to the Behaviors so that during the rendering loop a specified Behavior can be guaranteed to run before others. Similarly, if the processing on a background thread becomes invalidated due to the creation of a new Behavior which is more current, the invalidated Behavior can be interrupted and discarded. The rendering loop is the sole location for coordinating changes to the elements within the graphs. This in effect flattens the graph traversals, and gives the developer the opportunity to reason about indeterminacy issues. In practice thus far it has been straightforward to identify bottlenecks and develop simple solutions to address them. For instance, one of the projects described below launches a background thread for each movement of the mouse without any loss of performance. Another project uses a Collector node which is only available in the rendering loop once a specified number of remote data calls has completed. Functionality to handle concurrency issues may be added to elements within data graph, the timing graph, or the scene graph as needed.

4 Example Projects

behaviorism has been used in a number of real world projects, ranging from traditional information visualization techniques, to public information art installations, to scientific modeling and simulation. In examining three example projects with different visualization goals, we highlight the effectiveness of using the behaviorism framework to model and to represent dynamic data.

4.1 Coil Maps

Coil Maps is an information visualization technique that uses an animated tree map algorithm to display a dynamic overview of geographic data [16]. A map is initially recursively subdivided to a specified depth. The final subdivision constitutes the leaf tiles, which cover the entire map. As new events are attached to a leaf tile, the tile increases in size; which causes its parent tile to increase in size, which in turn causes its parent tile to increase in size, and so on up until the root subdivision. This causes a change to be very apparent on the local level, but also to more subtly show changes on a global scale. For example, if initial tiling covered a map of the world, and an event arrives on, say, New York City, then that tile would immediately greatly increase in comparison to its neighboring tile, but also lesser changes would affect all of the parent tiles, up to and including a minor increase in size of the northern hemisphere and a related minor decrease in the size of the southern hemisphere. This distortion allows a viewer to see at a glance the most active regions of a map over time while retaining the perceptual grounding of the map itself.

Fig. 6. Adding +4 events to a cell in the Coil Maps algorithm. Each leaf node is initialized with a uniform count; receiving new events causes an adjustment of all of the cells.

behaviorism places the incoming streaming of data into the data graph, parses it and links it to a specific tile based on its geographic location. As a tile is updated, a series of Behaviors are initiated which control visual indicators of the event and which animate the restructuring of the map representation. Because all of the incoming data is temporally as well as geographically located. A user can switch to an "historical" mode and playback the events between a particular start and end time. Another version of the Coil Maps algorithm treats the tree map as an interactive zoom-able interface. Information is arranged in a grid of tiles. When a user mouses over or clicks on a tile, the tile expands, pushing the other tiles out of the way so that the user can see the information in greater detail. In this version, Behaviors controlling the animation and updates to the coil map data structure are linked directly to user interaction. Each movement of the mouse triggers an animation which lasts a specified amount of time. Rapid mouse movements will trigger many Behaviors which can take place concurrently with no loss of performance. Because of the separation of data, time, and graphics, and because of the modular formation of Behaviors and the ease of intertwining these elements, it is easy to create very different visualizations using, in this case, the same dynamic data structure. Figure 6 shows an example Coil Map with 16 leaf nodes and the cascading effects of updating one of the leaf nodes, causing all levels of the map shift. Each update, indicated in the figure with an arrow, is animated using Behaviors which
control the change in data and subsequent visual changes. Figure 7 depicts screenshots from a realized project using a real-time stream of geographic data.

![Screenshot of Ecotone simulation](image)

(a) after 25 events
(b) after 100 events

Fig. 7. An example visualization using the Coil Maps algorithm on geographic data.

### 4.2 Ecotone

Ecotone is a nutrient dynamics simulation which explores how rational agents within a dynamic system evolve to occupy a particular niche within that system. The knowledge base for each agent is made up of a set of dynamically changing nodes situated within the data graph. Each agent retains information about the other agents in its environment, which is stored temporally and monitored by a **Behavior** object. The weights of particular inferences that are not reinforced will be attenuated and eventually removed from the data graph entirely. Users can add or remove new elements to the simulation interactively via keyboard and mouse input to test new hypotheses during runtime. Figure 8 shows snapshots from a simulation of a virtual environment over a period of time.

![Snapshots of Ecotone simulation](image)

(a) after 30 seconds  (b) after 1 minute
(c) after 5 minutes  (d) after 10 minutes

Fig. 8. An example run of the Ecotone simulation. The animations of the agent's movement (indicated by the lines trailing the squares) and the growth of the nutrients (indicated by the colored circles) are controlled by a series of Behaviors.

### 4.3 Cell Tango

Cell Tango is an interactive multimedia artwork consisting of a series of visualizations based on a dynamically evolving collection of cell-phone photographs contributed instantly by the general public [23]. These images, and the accompanying tags which categorize and describe them, are projected large-scale in the gallery, continuously shifting as new contributions are added. The layout and animation for each of the visualizations is defined by the textual associations between the photos, and additionally shows relationships with a set of similar photographs retrieved from the popular Flickr photograph-sharing database via their public API [15]. The visualizations are directly based upon a dynamic database of images and tags. A **Behavior** object controls how often the Flickr database is polled, asynchronously placing retrieved photographs into the data graph. During each of the visualizations the data graph is traversed to collect the necessary photos and tags and connections between them. Figure 9 shows an example of the Cell Burst visualization after the tags from a user-submitted cellphone photograph have retrieved related photographs from Flickr. A series of **Behaviors** governs the layout and movement of the photos as first the user-submitted photograph appears, followed by its tags, and finally by the related photographs. Working with the behaviorism framework allowed the developers to separate the data collection and representation from the visual presentation, speeding up development time and facilitating the iterative prototyping of multiple visualizations.

![Snapshots of Cell Tango visualization](image)

Fig. 9. Detail of “Cell Burst” view of Cell Tango project

### 5 Conclusion

Software frameworks for information visualization exist to simplify the creation of a project by providing abstractions which facilitate visualization tasks for a particular domain. While this facilitation can be provided by a toolkit of previous solutions to the problem of reaching some commonly desired goal, a more general purpose of a framework is to provide mechanisms which allow developers ways to reason about their goals. Since the knowledge and aims within a particular field is ever-changing, it is more important to provide frames in which to think about domain knowledge. Rather than simply providing specific tools, a framework helps developers create their own tools. Thus a framework needs to provide a high amount of flexibility. At the same time, it needs to offer some incentive to being used over coding “from scratch”
using a high level language. In general, the more flexible a framework is, the more time it takes a developer to be productive with it. On the other hand, the easier it is to do something, the less likely a developer will have the necessary control to customize it, who instead will be forced to find workarounds or to bypass the intended functionality.

The aim of behaviorism is find this sweet-spot along the continuums of flexibility and productivity. This aim is of course is exactly repeated in every information visualization project, where the goal is to take raw data and provide appropriate visualizations of the data to facilitate comprehension or discovery. If the visual metaphor is too rigid, only particular types of understandings will be available to the viewer. If the visual metaphor is too amorphous, there is not enough of a structure to work with, and the viewer may as well be looking at raw data or using low-level tools to parse and filter it. behaviorism makes it easier for developers to design effective metaphors for dynamic data at the various levels of the project and to provide the appropriate scaffolding to present them. By segmenting the design process into the data graph, the scene graph, and the timing graph, developers can choose to evaluate the efficacy of their decisions at any time. Changing elements from one area does not invalidate the elements from other areas. Visual elements, for instance, can be changed simply by altering the draw methods of the objects on the scene graph. Broader structural changes can be made by adding new behaviors which control the data processing or the timing of the visual representations.

As exemplified in the previous section, evaluation of the behaviorism framework has so far been largely pragmatically measured in terms of the success of visualization projects created with it, the speed and relative ease in which they were developed, and also in terms of the wide range of projects that can be created. Future work still needs to be done to evaluate specific information visualization tasks generated using behaviorism in comparison with other frameworks and toolkits. behaviorism is an open source project; the full source code is freely available at http://github.com/angusforbes/behaviorism.
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